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In this paper, data base designs for retrieval from a file of k-letter ecords when queries 
may be only partially specified are examined. A family of data base designs referred to as 
the H~e~ PMF-trie designs which yield a data structure with good worst case and average 
case performances and require an amount of storage space essentially equal to that required 
of the records themselves is introduced. The analysis of the designs including bounds on 
the worst case performance and an explicit expression for the average performance is
presented. Previously known families of PMF-trie designs are seen to be special cases 
within the H~B ~ family. 
This paper is concerned with information retrieval based upon secondary keys; that is, 
keys which cannot in general uniquely identify a record, but can indicate certain attributes 
of the associated record. Associative or partial-match retrieval deals with accessing and 
reading those records of a file which match the user's query although the query may be 
only partially specified. Studies related to the present discussion may be found in the 
papers of Bentley [1], Burkhard [3-11], Dubost and Trousse [13], Finkel and Bentley [14], 
and Rivest [22, 23] as well as Knuth [20]. Much of the recent work in this area has dealt 
with data base issues for files consisting of records with binary-valued keys. 
In this paper we present a new family of PMF-tr ie  designs referred to as the H designs 
which will accommodate files consisting of records with keys over a finite alphabet. 
An added attractive aspect of the new designs is that additional record formats and storage 
configurations can be accommodated by these new designs. The designs presented here 
possess the best worst case performance of any existing family of PMF designs. Many 
of the previously studied PMF-tr ie  designs of [3-7, 13] are special cases of the H design 
family. The analysis of the H designs given within the paper will exhibit an expression for 
the average case performance of these designs. Further analysis yields recurrences for 
both the upper and lower bounds for the worst ease performance of these designs. In 
several interesting cases the recurrences may be inverted to obtain expressions for the 
bounds. The question of optimal (i.e. minimal worst case behavior) H designs is not 
addressed at this time; however, examples of P3lF-trie design with worst case performance 
strictly beneath the upper bound are known [8]. 
In the special case of G PMF-designs [8] which always have binary valued keys, 
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we observe that the lower bound on the worst case is actually an extremely tight upper 
bound on the average case performance of the designs; in fact asymptotically they are 
equal. Finally, we will observe that the lower bound on the worst case is not tight and 
consequently there will be no G PMF-trie designs with "equal" average case and worst 
case behaviors as is the case with the ABD's of Rivest [21-23]. Evidently, the implementa- 
tion ease and efficiency of the retrieval algorithms of G PMF designs [13] may be traded 
for slightly better worst case response times possible in ABD designs. 
NOTATION: RECORDS, RETRIEVAL, AND COMPLEXITY 
A record R is defined to be an ordered k-tuple (r 1, r2, ra .... , rk) of values. Each 
coordinate of the k-tuple is referred to as a key and we assume that each key takes as 
value from the finite set Z' with cardinality/3 + 2 for natural number/3. Let R k denote 
the set of all valid records; the cardinality of Rk is (/3 q- 2)L A file F is a subset of R k ; 
there are 2 IB+2)~ possible files. Our discussion is not applicable to the attribute-value 
pair record paradigm of Hsaio and Harary [18]. 
Let Q denote the set of queries the information system is to handle. Our interest centers 
on partial-match queries Qt in which t keys are specified and k --  t keys are unspecified. 
The unspecified keys are replaced with the special place-holding symbol .. Notice that 
Q=UQ  
in our case; usually data base designs only handle queries in Qk. Given file F, then q(F) 
denotes the desired subset of records in F for query q in O; for partial-match query 
q -- (ql,..., qk), q(F) denotes the subset of records I" = (rl ,... , rk) in F such that r~. = q~ 
if q~ is in Z for l ~ i~k .  
For example, suppose that the data base consists of the binary words 1010, 1110, 0011, 
1101, 0010, 1111. The response to query 1 ** 0 is the set of records {1010, 1110} while 
the response to query 1101 is the set of records {1101}. A sample nonbinary application 
might be a crossword puzzle dictionary, where a typical query might require locating all 
words of the form m e- t**; that is, match, marcy, matin, matte, metal, meter, metif, 
metol, metre, lnitis, mitre, mothy, motif, motor, motte, motto, mutch, etc. 
The difficulty of performing aparticular task on a digital computer is usually measured 
in terms of the amount of time required. We consider only the difficulty of responding 
to single queries. That is, the so-called "on-line" measure of difficulty. All algorithms 
and data structures considered are applicable to random access storage media. When 
a file is stored on a secondary storage or direct access device such as a magnetic disk, the 
time required for a search for a particular set of items depends on the number of distinct 
accesses to storage as well as the amount of data transmitted. We consider as our com- 
plexity measure the number of accesses to secondary storage since 
I. this is a predominant factor in the total time required, and 
2. the amount of information transferred per access is constant. 
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Consequently, the total search time is approximately a linear function of the total 
number of accesses to secondary storage. A bucket is an area of secondary storage which 
is accessible in unit time and difficulty is measured in terms of buckets. The amount of 
storage space required is not considered; however, for all file sehemes considered here, the 
storage space is very close to the minimal amount required to store the records themselves. 
A file design is a method for storing or recording a file on some physical medium. 
There are many possible encodings of a file given the storage medium; a retrieval scheme 
is an algorithm for accessing and reading part of the encoded file in order to produce 
the response to a query. The data base design problem is to determine a good data structure 
given the file, the medium, the types of queries to be handled, and the complexity 
measures. 
An ordered t-ary tree T is a finite set of nodes which is either empty or consists of a 
distinguished node referred to as the root and t disjoint ordered t-ary trees T 1 , To ,..., Tt 
called the first, second,..., and t-th subtrees of the root. The level l(n) of node n in a 
binary tree is defined as one less than the number of nodes in the path from the node to 
the root including both the node and the root. Thus, the root is at level 0 etc. The notion 
of path length coincides with this definition of level where path length is taken to be the 
number of edges in a path. A direct descendent of a node is a root of a subtree of the node. 
PARTIAL-MATCH FILE DESIGNS 
The femilv of partial-match designs given here is the basis for the study within the 
paper. 
DV.FINITION. Let /3 and k /> w be natural numbers. A partial-match file (k, w, [3) 
design is a table with k columns, b -- (/3 + 2) w rows with entries over 27 u {*} such that 
(i) each row contains exactly w symbols in 27 and k --  w asterisks; 
(ii) given any two rows, there exists at least one column in which the rows contain 
differing symbols. [] 
We shall refer to these schemes as PMF (k, w, fl) designs or simply as PMF designs. 
The interpretation of a PMF table is as follows. The columns will correspond to keys 
in records (or queries) while rows correspond to the contents of particular buckets. 
As an example of a PMF(4, 3, 0) consider the design 
0 1 2 3 ~- bit positions 
0 000 .  
bucket 1 0 0 1 . 
addresses 2 0 1 0 . 
3 01 l *  
4 1 0 0 * +-- PMF tableau 
5 101 .  
6 110 .  
7 111 ,  
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Bucket 0 would contain all records of the file with the keys 0000 or 0001; here each 
bucket can contain at most two distinct records. I f  query q = 1 * 00 is to be responded 
to, then the records of buckets 4 and 6 must be inspected; note there may be records 
in these two buckets which are not in q(F). However, all of the relevant records will be 
in only these two buckets. 
In general, the first condition for P~VIF designs ensures that each bucket has the same 
maximum size while the second condition guarantees that distinct buckets will be 
disjoint. Thus, each PMF design induces a scatter function which maps keys to buckets. 
All PMF designs have the property that all buckets contain records in a "subcube" of 
Rz~ ; that is, each bucket contains records of the form 
Kt >; K2 >; ' "  "*" Kk,  
where each K i is a symbol in 27 or X itself. 
We designate the worst case behavior of a particular PIVIF design as w(t); that is, oJ(t) 
is the maximum number of buckets consulted in the design to retrieve the desired records 
for any queary q in Q, for 0 ~ t ~ k. Moreover, we designate the worst case behavior 
of the nth PIVIF design in a particular family of designs as oo(n, t). In a similar manner, 
other parameters may be appended to w as the need arises. The worst case performance 
for the previous file design is given below. 
number of symbols specified t 0 1 2 3 4 
maximum number of buckets 8 8 4 2 1 
In many information retrieval applications it is essential that the worst case performance 
be as small as possible. 
One other particularly useful figure of merit for a data structure is the average search 
time which we determine for an arbitrary PMF (k, w, fi) design. Let 
1 y~ 6(q) 
be the average search time performance of PMF (k, w, fl) design assuming that all queries 
q in Qt are equally probable; here r is the number of buckets consulted to respond 
to query q. As we shall see, the average search time performance A~.wx(t ) is independent 
of the particular PMF (h, w, fi) design. Let Q(j) be the number of queries in Q which 
require that bucket j be examined in responding to the particular query. Then we may 
write 
1 b 
A"'~'a(t) -- 10, I ~" Q~(J) 
We may determine Q~(j) in a rather routine manner as follows: Recall that any row of 
a PMF (h, w, fl) tableau contains w symbols and k -- w asterisks. Of the t specified 
symbols within a query, there will be some number i of them which are in positions 
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coincident with the w specified igits of the tableau row; thus t -- i symbols are coincident 
with the k -- w asterisks. Hence we have that 
i w k -  zo 2)t_ ~ 
queries of Q~ will require that bucket j be consulted in a response process and this 
expression is independent of j .  Moreover, we know that [ Qt [ -- (~)(/3 + 2)L Then we 
have the result 
= i=o( i ) ( , _ _ i ) ( f l+2) - ' .  
This technique was utilized by Rivest [23] in computing the average for the case fl -- 0, 
i.e., binary alphabets for the attributes. Thus, our expression is a generalization of that 
previously presented there. It is currently an open question whether Rivest's result of 
rninimality can be extended to even larger families of PMF (k, w, ~) designs for/3 > 0. 
The average search time performance for the previous file design is given below. 
number of symbols specified t 0 1 2 3 4 
average number of buckets .6[ 8 5 3 7/4 1 
The average case performance of the PMF (k, w, fi) designs satisfies the following 
inequality for all t, 0 ~ t ~ k: 
A,.,o.B(t) > (/3 + 2)w~1-.~. 
This inequality is a special case of a mean value theorem [17] which says that 
q,~(x,) > ~ q, xi 
/=0 
for any positive numbers q, such that ~],=o q, = 1 and any continuous convex function 
q~(x). In our case, we let 
Xz ~ i, 
and 
~(~) = ( /3+2) -< 
In the case k =-- w, the expressions for the average and the lower bound are identical. 
The results of the previous analysis are summarized in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. For natural numbers k, w, fi and any PMF (k, w, fl) design, the average 
search time performance isgiven by 
and 
A~.w.~(t ) ~; (fi +2),,,u ,/k, 
forO < t <~ k. 
The family of PMF designs properly contains the ABD designs of Rivest [22, 23]. 
Evidently, the determination of ABD designs of given dimensions is a difficult task. 
Thus, we consider other subclasses of PMF designs in this paper. First, we define the 
PMF-tr ie designs. 
PMF-TRIE DESIGNS 
DEFINITION. Let fl and m ~ n be natural numbers. An (m, n, fi) PMF-trie is a 
complete, i.e., full, (fl q- 2)-ary tree on ((fl + 2) n+l - -  1)/(fl -t- 1) nodes such that 
1. each leaf node corresponds to exactly one bucket, 
2. each internal node specifies an attribute posit ionj (1 ~ j  ~-~ m) such that j  has 
not been specified on any node on the path from the root of the tree to the node, and 
3. if a node specifies attribute j, then the ith subtree (1 ~ i ~ fi -4- 2) of the node 
corresponds to all records of node with the digit i E 27 for attribute j. [] 
The PMF designs to be studied in the paper will be viewed as tries. Evidently, tries 
where first described by de la Briandias [12], Fredkin [15], and Gwenhenberger [16] 
approximately 25 years ago; Knuth [20] and Rivest [22, 23] are more current sources 
for tries. As Lemma 0 shows, every PMF-tr ie corresponds to a PMF design. 
LEMMA 0. Let 3 and m ~ n be natural numbers. An (m, n, fl) PMF-trie induces a 
PMF(m, n, fi) design. 
Proof O. Condition 2 of the PMF-tr ie definition ensures that each path from a bucket 
to the root of the PMF-tr ie will not contain duplicate attributes. Associate a string in 
(Z LJ {~})'~ with each bucket path by traversing each path from the bucket to the root as 
follows. The initial current node is a leaf node. I f  the current node is the root of the ith 
subtree of its parent node labeled with attribute j then an i is inserted into position j
of the string. The parent of the current node becomes the next current node and we 
continue in this manner until the parent of the root is requested. At that juncture, all 
other positions of the string become a "*."  This procedure is carried out for each of the 
(fi + 2) n buckets. The resulting (3 + 2)'* strings constitute the rows for a tableau which 
is easily seen to be a PMF(m, n, fi) design. 
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Thus tries induce a PMF design in a rather straightforward manner; however, not all 
PMF designs are PMF-trie designs. As an example of such a PMF design, consider the 
PMF(4, 3, 0) design of Rivest and Knuth [20, 21] given below. 
00 ,0  
11 ,1  
,100  
~011 
1 ,10  
0 ,01  
011,  
100 ,  
This design may be viewed as a perfect matching upon the 4-cube. Thus, not all "good" 
PMF designs are PMF-trie designs. 
The class of file design schemes considered in this paper are PMF-trie designs which 
generalize the PMF designs previously given by Burkhard [3-9] and Dubost and Trousse 
[13] 
DEFINITION. For natural numbers n, a, t3, and K ~< fi + 1, the family of H~.m~(n ) 
PMF-trie designs is the set of (a + 1 -t- (K + 1)n, c~ + 1 -Jr n, 13 + 2) PMF-trie designs 
with the additional constraints 
l. all nodes specifying attributej (1 ~ j  ~-~ (K -[- l)n + 1 + a) are at a single level, 
2. the direct descendants of any node except for those of levels 0, 1 .... , a specify 
K + 1 distinct attribute positions. There are (13 + 2) mod(K + I) attributes each of which 
label [(fl + 2)/(K + I)] of the nodes which are direct descendents of a particular node 
and K + 1 -- (/3 + 2) mod(K + 1) attributes each of which label [(13 + 2)/(/(K + 1)] of 
the remaining direct descendents. [] 
I 
Worst Average 
case  ease  
0 27 27 
1 21 1389 
2 9 6 
3 3 289 
4 1 I 
FIo. 1. An Hx.L,(1) PMF-trle design. 
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We shall refer to these tries as HPMF-tries. An example of an Hlaa(1) design is given 
in Fig. 1. We will discuss the selection of these parameters in the implementation section 
of the paper. 
The next lemma establishes the strict monotonicity of the worst case function ~o for 
the H family of designs. 
LEMMA 1. Let n, a, 13, and K ~ t3 + 1 be natural numbers. For any H~,B.~(n ) PMF-trie 
design and O ~ t < (K + 1)n + 1 + o~, 
+ 2) wH(n, t + l) ~> wn(n, t) > wu(n, t + 1). 
Proof 1. Pick any query q in Q~+I which achieves con(n, t + 1). Replace one specified 
attribute positionj in q with an asterisk to obtain a new query. This new query achieves ~: 
bucket paths and ~ > oJn(n, t + 1), provided the specified attribute was on a bucket path 
within the O~H(n , t + 1) count, since all 13 + 2 path segments now emerge from all nodes 
labeled withj. Hence, oJn(n , t) ~ ~ and the monotonicity result follows. 
Let q in Q, achieve coH(n , t). By specifying one additional attribute position in q, the 
number of bucket paths now achieved will be at least o~n(n, t)/(J3 + 2). Hence the relation 
oJn(n, t) > (13 + 2) oJn(n, t + 1) is untenable and the lemma holds. 
Lemma 1 may be used to analyze the worst case performance completely, particularly 
in the case • = t. In the case of H0,o.l(0 ) and Ho,o,l(1 ) designs we have 
and 
thus 
con(O, t )=2- - t ,  O~<t~<l ,  
4 ~ on(l,  O) ~> ~o/~(1, ) > oJn(1, 2) > coil(l, 3) = 1; 
o~n(1, t) :4 - - t ,  0~t  ~<3. 
We proceed to the analysis of the worst case behavior for general H PMF-trie designs. 
PERFORMANCE BOUNDS 
The average run time performance of the H PMF-trie designs may be determined 
using the expression given within Theorem 1. However, it is possible to obtain a com- 
pletely independent derivation of this expression following the approach first utilized in 
slightly different forms by Dubrost and Trousse [13] and Burkhard [9]. Here the trie-like 
nature of the hashing function is employed to obtain a generating function for 
Ng~(n, t) " A.~(n, t), 
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H ~ where A~a~ is the average performance and N~ is the number of queries for an H~s~(n) 
design when t symbols are specified. We define the generating function 
t 
and obtain after a lengthy computation that 
; r  z) = (fi + 2) "+*+~ (1 + ~,).+1+cr (1 + (/3 -t- 2)z) ~". 
The details of this derivation may be found in [7]. Finally, we obtain the expression for 
the average via a short computation. 
There are several interesting special cases which we mention. 
Case 1. ~ -~ 0; i.e., all levels mention exactly one label. 
A~B0(n, t) ---- (/3 + 2) "+~+~-t, 0 ~< t ~< 1 + a + n. 
For these designs there is exactly one record possible per bucket; moreover, the average 
performance shows an exponential decrease with t. 
Case 2. K = 1,/3 =0,  cr ~0b inaryt r ies .  
= + 1)] (. + - 
i=0 i 1)(t - - i )  2-~' 0~t~2n+l .  
This is the formula given by Rivest [22, 23] for all PMF designs of proper dimension 
with binary-valued keys. Several other special cases of the expression have been inde- 
pendently derived by the author [7] for PMF designs with binary-valued keys. 
The first phase of the analysis will be concerned with the worst case performance of 
the H~B~ designs. Two recurrences are derived, yielding upper and lower bounds on 
the worst case performance. In many interesting cases these recurrences can be inverted 
to obtain an explicit expression for the bounds; in other cases bounds on the solutions 
of these recurrences can be given; i.e., we can obtain bounds on the bounds. 
First we define the upper bound function U~(n, t) as 
U~(n, t) -~ max{wffB~(n, t)), 
where the maximum is taken over all H~a~(n) designs. The recurrence 
H W:+l,~.~(n , t) 
~-~ max{(~ + 2) U~(n, t), U~(n, t -- 1)}, 
=1,  
0 <~ t ~<(K + 1)n+~-+-  1, 
t -= (K + 1)n -{- o~ +2,  
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follows since the first term occurs when the attribute indicated by the root is not specified 
within the query while in the second term the attribute is specified. Now we obtain a 
recurrence for U n Let 
O,B,K  " 
and 
UDa.~(n, t) - -  worst case performance for an Ho,B,~(n ) design for 
queries with t keys specified including the root key 
1 ~ t-~. (~r 1)n+ 1, 
USa.~(n, t) -~ worst case performance for an Ho,G,~(n ) design for 
queries with t keys specified but not the root key 
0 ~< t ~< (K + 1)n. 
First we observe that 
U~,.~(n, t) = US,  ~(n, 0), 
= max{UDs.~(n, t), UDB.~(n , t)}, 
= UDa.~(n, (K + 1)n + 1), 
t z0 ,  
1 ~< t ~< (K + 1)n, 
t =(~+l )n+l .  
Finally, we determine the USB, ~ and UDa,~ recurrences. 
UDe.~(n + 1, t) ~ US~,K(n, 0), 1 ~ t ~ ,: + 1, 
max{UDB,~(n, t - -  • - -  1), US~,~(n, t - -  K - -  1)}, 
K+2 ~<t ~<(~+l ) (n -+- l )+ l .  
The UDB, ~ recurrence follows since it is possible to "hide" up to • --  1 attribute positions 
on the first level of the trie, leaving no more than max{0, t -- k) attributes to distribute 
over the remaining subtrie. 
The USe,,  recurrence considers all fl + 2 subtries. 
USB.~(n + 1, t) 
= max {[(fi + 2)(1 -- i/(,r + 1))] USB.~(n, t - -  i) 
0Ci~<.+l 
+ [(8 + 2)i/(K + l)] UD~.~(n, t - -  i + 1), 
[(8 + 2)(l - ;/(~ + 1))1 us~,~(,,, t - i + 1) 
+ [(f~ + 2)i/(tr + 1)] UDB,~(n, t - -  i)}, 0 ~ t ~ (~ + 1)(n + 1). 
The USs,~ recurrence follows, since i counts the number of attributes at level 1. In all 
57I]1513-4 
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of the above recurrences, we have assumed that the functions mentioned have the value 0 
whenever t is negative or "too big" relative to n and •; 
US~.K(O, O) = fi + 2 
and 
UDB.~(0, 1) = 1 
are the initial conditions for the two recurrences. The results of the preceding analysis 
are given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. For natural numbers % fl, K, n and any H~.e. K design the worst case per- 
formance oo(n, t) is bounded above by Une,~(n, t). 
Several special cases of interest are mentioned for which the recurrences may be 
inverted. 
Case 1. K == 1,/3 = 0 (binary tries). 
u&a(0,  0) = 2, 
UDo,I(O, 1) =: 1, 
UDoa(n -~- 1, t) = USo.l(n , 0), 1 ~ t ~.~ 2, 
:= max{UDoa(n, t - -  2), USo,l(n , t - -  2)}, 
3~t~2n+3 
USoa(n -b 1, t) == max{2USoa(n , t), 2UDoa(n , t --  1), UOo,l(n, t) + USo.t(n , t -- 1)), 
0~<t~2n+2.  
Then we may verify the following. I f  we define 
U(n, t) = 2'~-~Ft+.~, 
= 2 F3.+z_~t, 
__ 22n+l-t, 
where Fi is the ith Fibonacei number, then 
U&,l(n + 1, t) = U(n + 1, t), 
UDo.l(n =- 1, t) = U(n, 0), 
= U(n, t -- 2), 
and 
USo,l(n , t) ~ UDo.l(n , t), 
O~t~n,  
n~t~<[n/2]+n,  
[n /2 ]+n ~t  ~2n+ 1, 
0~t~2n+2,  
t= 1, 
2~t  ~<2n+3,  
1 <~t~2n.  
This bound has been previously by Burkhard [4] and has been independently derived 
for a particular H0,0.1 design by Dubrost and Trousse [13]. Thus the upper bound 
U~o,t is tight and cannot be improved upon. 
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Case 2. The second case is obtained as an extension of the analysis which yields the 
exact bounds given for Case 1. However, the designs are not of the H~.~,~ paradigm 
except for/3 --- 0 or 1. The designs are (2n q- 1, n + l,/3 + 2) PMF-tries such that for 
any level there are exactly two attributes pecified; one is specified once and the other 
is specified/3 + 1 times for any set of/3 + 2 siblings. Thus K = 1 without the uniformity 
condition which would require that one-half of every/3 -[- 2 siblings have one label and 
the other half the other label. The upper bound for the worst case given here will bound 
the worst case for the H0.ml designs. In the context of the current discussion we will 
employ the same notation as that used previously with the understanding that if applies 
to the nonuniform designs mentioned above. 
(a) US,,a(O, O) --/3 + 2, 
UDs,,(0, 1 ) -  l; 
(b) UD~,I(n + l, t) = US~.l(n , O) 
~- max{UDB.l(n, t --  2}, USaa(n, t --  2)), 3~t~2n+3;  
(c) u&,l(n + l, t) 
= max{(/3 -~ 2) USoa(n, t), UDea(n, t) -t- (/3 @ 1) USBa(n, t -- 1), 
(/3 § 2) UDaa(n, t -- 1)}, 0 ~ t < 2n + 2; 
(d) Uo.ea(n, t) =-= US~a(.  , t), 0 <~ t ~ 2n + 2, 
=--1, t=2n+3.  
then 
and 
and define the function 
u( . ,  t) (/3 + 2)', 'g,+~, 
. (/3 + 2)'-" ga~a-~, ,  
: (/3 + 2) 2".1-', 
O~t~n,  
n ~t  ~n+[n/2] ,  
[n /2 ]+n ~ t ~2n+ 1, 
US~,a(n + 1, t) ~= U(n + 1, t), 
UDe,I(n + 1, t) = U(n, 0), 
~- U(n, t - -  2), 
0~t~2n+2,  
t= l ,  
2~t~2n+3,  
U0,B,l(n, t) = U(n, t), 0 ~ t ~ 2n, 
=I ,  t=2n+l .  
The only recurrence here of any substantive difference from the preceding is (c). More- 
over, the upper bound Uo,B.1 is seen to be USo.1. 
In this situation if we define a G recurrence 
G : g, = (fl + 1) gt-1 § g,-2, 
go = --/3, 
gl =: I, 
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Further analysis shows that 
U~+l,sa(n , t) = (/3 4- 2) U=,o,x(n, t), 0 ~ t ~ 2n -[- 1 + ~, 
=1,  t =2n4-2+~.  
for this family of nonuniform designs. This analysis is more fully documented within [11]. 
The upper bound on the worst case performance for the H0.0,1 designs given previously 
was seen to be tight since designs exist which acheive this bound. However, H0.0a designs 
beneath the bound [8]. The general question of minimal worst ease performance imme- 
diately arises. The third phase of the analysis is concerned with lower bounds for the 
worst case performance of H~,~,~ designs. A recurrence is determined which yields this 
lower bound. 
In many interesting cases we will be able to invert the recurrence to obtain a closed 
form expression for the lower bound; in these cases we will see that the lower bound for 
the worst case is actually a very tight upper bound on the average case performance. 
Moreover, we will observe, in this situation, that there can be no H=,~,K designs with 
"equal" average and worst case performance as is the case for Rivest's [22] ABD's. 
Let t~,~,~ be a lower bound on the worst case performance of any H=,o,~ PMF-trie 
design; that is, 
l~.~.~(n, t) H = max{w~.~.~(n, t)}, 
where the maximum is taken over all H~,~.,,(n) designs. The structure of H~.~.~ PMF-trie 
designs is employed to obtain the recurrence 
l~,,~.~(n J- 1, t) 
;~ max {(/3 + 2)[(1 --  i/(K 4- 1)) l~m.,(n, t --  i)] 4- [i/(,~ 4- 1) l~,s,~(n, t - -  i)J}, 
0 ~t  ~(K+l ) (n+l ) - ] - c~+l .  
The i in the recurrence counts the number of attributes pecified on the (n -~ 1 4- a)th 
level of the H,,.s,~ trie. We write this inequality as an equality to obtain a recurrence for 
l~.e.,, ; the initial conditions for the recurrence are 
l~.s.~(0, t) = (/3 + 2p+ ~-,, 0 ~< t ~<.  + 1. 
The above analysis is summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. For any natural numbers e~, /3, K, n and any H~.~.~ design, the worst case 
performance ~o(n, t) is bounded below by I~,B.K(n, t). 
For the special case/3 0 and K = 1 we may invert the recurrence to obtain 
l~,,.l(n, t) = 2~-tg~(t), 0 ~-/t ~ n, 
= g~(2n--  t), n ~ t ~ 2n, 
==2~1+~-~, 2n+ 1 ~t  ~2n+ 1 +~,  
where 
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g.(t) [3 /2g~(t -  1)], t • 1, 
g~(0) = 2 ~ 
We may generalize this bound to the same wider class of (2n q- 1 q- % n q- 1 q- %/3 q- 2) 
PMF-tr ie designs as was done within the second special case of the upper bound. In 
this case, we obtain a function which is no greater than the lower bound l~,.~ a . Thus 
we obtain 
l~,Ba(n, t) > (fl -k 2) "-t g.,~(t), 
g.,B(2n -- t), 
~> (/3 + 2) 2" ~x+"-*, 
where 
O~t~n,  
n~t~2n,  
2n+l  ~t~2n+l+~,  
Ngw we show that 
d~,O,l(n, t) ~-~ 2"+x+~-~(~) t, t ~ n; 
that is, we show that 
After some computation, the left-hand side of the inequality is seen to be equal to 
2"+1+~-t ~ (i) n~ 
i=o (2n + 1 + ~)i ' 
where xv is y!(~). Then, upon expanding the right-hand side of the inequality, a term- 
by-term comparison suffices to obtain the relation. Since the domain of both sums does 
not depend on n and since 
(2n+l  +o~)j  - -  
as a function of n, it follows that 
d~.0.i(n, t) 
l im 2,+1+,_,(]), = I. 
The analysis of worst case and average case of the H~.0a designs is summarized in the 
following theorem. 
g~,B(t) = [(fl + 3)/2g..B(t --  1)1, t ~ 1, 
g~.~(0) = (fl + 2) ~+1. 
We observe that for "binary" H designs 
l~,oa(n, t) >/2"+"+1-t(~) t, t ~ n. 
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THEOREM 4. 
performance oJ(n, t) satisfies 
(a) ,.o(n, t) ~ 2"'"-tFt+3, 
~ 3n+3-2t  
2~,~-~ 1-i ~-~, 
where F~ & the i-th Fibonacci number and 
(b) w(n, t) ~ 2" ,-~+~-,({)t, 
> 2~+'(a) 2"-', 
2z, r ! a - - t  
The average case A(n, t) performance satisfies 
For all natural numbers o~ and n and any H=.o. 1 design the worst case 
O~t~n,  
n ~< t ~< n + [n/21, 
[n /2 l+n ~t~<2n+ 1 +~,  
O<~t~n,  
n~t  ~n+[n/2] ,  
[n /2 ]+n ~t  ~-2n+ 1 +e.  
(a) .cJ(n, t) /> 2 In+1~)r ~,  0 ~ t ~ 2n + 1 q- e~, 
(b) .4(n, t) ~ 2n+x~-'(a) t, 0 ~ t ~-~ n, 
and 
d(n,  t) 
(c) ~im 2.+1+~(}), = 1, t ~ n. 
Furthermore, we observe that the lower bound on lcx,0,1 is not tight and thus properly 
bounds the average performance of the H~,0.1 designs away from the worst case per- 
formance. Thus, there are no H~.0.1 designs with equal average and worst case performance 
figures. 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~ . . . . . . .  \7  - - =~ 
~ - -  x:l',, K :2',,, ',~:3 
IogR+2{bound ) ~ 
lower  bound ~ ~ \ \ ooo,e,o,, \ \ \  
,:so \ \ \ \  
B=2 
. . . .  Proiection hash 
funct ion worst 
cQse 
- -  Ha,8~ trie hash 
'[unction worst 
case upper bound 
Fmu~ 2. 
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,o,n, hound ~ K:N 2\ \\\K:~ 
. :  so ~ \ \ \ \ \  
B--4 
~:0 
O- a:O t / ( ( r+ l )  n+l+a) 
FIGURE 3 
. . . .  Projection hush 
funclion worst 
cose 
- -  Hr trie hosh 
function worm 
case upper bound 
Plots of the upper bound on the worst case performance and lower bound on the 
average are given in Fig. 2 and 3. The worst case is much better than that of the obvious 
projection hash functions which would use the first n 3- 1 3- o~ digits of records as 
bucket addresses; then for 0 ~ t ~ Kn the worst case performance is maximum and 
equals (fl 3- 2 )n l  ~ ~. 
PMF-TRIE IMPLEMENTATION AND SEARCH ALGORITHMS 
The PMF-trie file designs yield data structures which consist of an ensemble of buckets 
of equal size; each record of the file will be stored in exactly one bucket. The buckets 
which contain the records relevant o a particular query must be examined in detail since 
nonrelevant records can be contained there as well. The partial-match search algorithm 
presented here will determine which buckets contain records pertinent o a given query. 
A prime consideration i  implementing a file using these PMF-trie techniques i  the 
selection of the bucket size. Of course, the selection will depend upon the exact nature of 
the computing environment; however, generally speaking, larger access times will 
require larger buckets. When the implementation task begins we know the record format 
k, that the attribute values can be partitioned into/3 3- 2 blocks, and that the number of 
distinct attribute value blocks per level can be at most fl 3- 2. Since the geometry of each 
bucket is a subcube, the size of a bucket must be (/3 3- 2) s for some s. Thus we have the 
following equations to solve. 
k = (K 3- 1)n 3- 1 3- ~, 
k- -s=n+l+(x ,  
K+I  =/3-+-2, 
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and 
as large as possible. 
The selection of a large o~ improves the worst case behavior. As an example suppose that 
k= 12 , /3+2 =3,  ands=6.  Thenwehave  
12 = (K+ 1)n+ 1 + ~, 
6=n+l+~,  
K+l~<3.  
A solution is K = 2, n = 3, c~ = 2. Thus we get a trie with three levels of a single 
attribute we well as three levels each with three attributes. 
procedure PMFSEARCH(I); 
value I; hzteger I; 
define MAX = (fl + 2)**(N + ~)#, MAX1 = (fl + 2)**(N + c~ + 1)#; 
if I > MAX then 
case Q[A(I)] of 
cbegin 
emit {(/3 + 2)(I -- 1) + 2 mod MAX1} %0 
emit {(/3 + 2)(I -- 1) + 3 rood MAXI); % 1 
emit {(fl + 2)I + 1 mod MAX1}; %fl + 1 
begin integer J; %* 
for J := 2 to ~c + 3 do 
emit {(/3 + 2)(I -- I) + J rood MAX/}; 
end; 
eend 
else case Q[A(I)] of 
cbegin 
PMFSEARCH((fl + 2)(I -- 1) + 2); %0 
PMFSEARCH((fl + 2)(I -- 1) + 3); %1 
PMFSEARCH((~ + 2)1 + 1); %/3 + 1 
begin integer J; % * 
for J := 2 to [3 + 3 do 
PMFSEARCH((fl + 2)(I -- 1) + J); 
end; 
cend; 
FIG. 4. PMF-trie search procedure for H~r K designs. 
The search algorithm will generate the proper bucket indices by means of a preorder 
traversal of the PMF-trie and is given in Fig. 4 as procedure PMFSEARCH. A single 
subtree of a node is traversed if the associated attribute is specified within the query; 
otherwise all subtrees of the node are traversed recursively. Since a preorder traversal 
of the trie is accomplished, the bucket indices are emitted in lexicographic order. The 
procedure xpects the query q to be in array Q[1 : (K + 1) * N + a + 1] one key per 
word and may be invoked by the call PMFSEARCH (1); N, a, K are the design parameters 
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for the H.,a,~ trie. The procedure PMFSEARCH has one argument which indicates 
the node of the PMF-trie currently being processed. The argument will always be the 
index of the node within an implicit (/3 + 2)-ary tree in which a node with index i has 
sons with indices 
( f i+2) ( i - -  1 )+2, ( /~+2) ( i - -  1 )+3 ..... ( f l+2) i+  1 
[19]. The function A returns the attribute position specified by node I. Depending upon 
the labeling of the trie, A may be implemented as a table look-up function or as a function 
requiring only a modest amount of computation and no look-up. 
000 .  
001 .  
002*  
01 ,0  
01 , I  t 
01 ,2  
020*  0 
021 .  1 
022*  2 
10 ,0  3 
10.1  4 
10,2  
110 .  
111 .  
112 .  
12 .0  
12 .1  
12 .2  
200*  0 
201 .  1 
202*  2 
21 .0  3 
21 .1  4 
21 .2  
220*  
221 .  
222*  
Worst Average 
Cflse ease  
27 27 
19 1389 
9 6 
3 289 
1 1 
Worst case, Worst case, 
upper bound lower bound 
27 27 
21 19 
9 7 
3 3 
1 1 
FIG. 5. A better Hi.m(1) PMF-trie design. 
As an example of an Hl,la(l ) design we consider Fig. 5. This design is essentially 
a generalization of the Ho.o, 1 trie designs of Dubost and Trousse [13]; the A function is 
given below. 
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A(I)  :=  [log3(2, I)J + 1 + 
i f  I < 9/2 then 0 
else case I rood 2 of 
cbegin 
0; l; 
cend 
This scheme may be generalized to define a very efficient class of H~.B, Kdesigns. The 
A function given below can be used within the PMFSEARCH procedure. 
A(I) := [log(~+2)((fl + 1) * I)] + 1 + 
i f I  < ((13 + 2) ** (~ + I))/(/3 + 1) then 0 
else case I ,nod K + 1 of 
cbegin 
0; B; 2 * N;...; ~c. N; 
cend; 
The running time for the PMFSEARCH algorithm is proportional to the number of 
nodes of the trie visited; however, the running time of the total search task is proportional 
essentially to the number of exterior nodes (buckets) visited/emitted bythe PMFSEARCH 
algorithm. Thus the search procedure has an 0(con(n, t)) running time. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
A new family of partial-match file designs which generalizes our knowledge of such 
designs has been presented. All of the known PMF designs are special cases of the family 
discussed within the paper. The analysis presented yields an exact expression for the 
average case performance; in the binary (K ~ 1, fl = 0) designs Rivest [23] has shown 
that this average is minimal for all balanced hash functions. It is not known whether the 
average is minimal for fl > 0. The upper bound on the worst case performance is known 
to be tight in certain binary situations (K = 1, fl = 0). In all other situations the quality 
of the upper bound is an open question. The precision of the lower bound for the worst 
case performance is an open question for all ~, fl, and K. However, there do exist H 
PMF designs with worst case running times strictly beneath the upper bound [3]. 
Thus, at this juncture, there exists a complete family of partial-match file designs with 
good worst case performance behaviors, known (possibly minimal) average case behavior, 
and straightforward implementations and search algorithms. In spite of our incomplete 
analytic results for these designs, the worst case performance ofthese designs is evidently 
better than that of the obvious "projection" hash functions. 
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